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Chalupa:
Univ. playing
catch-up on
research
by Justin Kits
Hatchet Reporter
Vice President for Research Leo Chalupa hopes to make GW a top 80 research
university in five years, he said last
week.
GW – which was listed 92nd in last
year’s National Science Foundation rankings of research and grant money issued
from the federal government – is playing
catch-up to its peer institutions, Chalupa
said.
“Anybody in front of us, we are trying to catch and surpass,” Chalupa said.
“I will guarantee you this: In 10 years
we are going to be much, much higher
ranked then we are now. Remember: Excellence breeds excellence.”
He added, “It’s not going to happen
fast. It’s going to require an incredible
investment of money and resources and
space.”
While the University is focusing on
research, making a 12-spot jump will be
difficult because universities ahead of
GW bring in more money and have a culture of research in place to foster development, Chalupa said.
“Competition is huge and nobody is
standing still,” he said.
Part of the reason GW lags behind
in resources is because nobody wants to
give to institutions that are not national
leaders in research, effectively creating a
cyclical problem for the University, Chalupa said.
But GW is making changes, he said.
The recent hiring of Vice President of
Development and Alumni Relations Michael Morsberger will help, Chalupa said,
because Morsberger worked in fundraising at Duke University, a research powerhouse. Chalupa said his office would also
be hiring a development person for the
first time.

See RESEARCH: Page 8

Lawmakers
spar over
GW contract

Michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor

Vice President Joe Biden announced changes to Title IX Tuesday afternoon in the Smith Center. The changes to the law – which promotes equality for female
athletes – repealed a Bush-era policy that allowed universities to rely on student surveys to prove compliance with the law.

Biden reveals Title IX policy changes
by Hadas gold
Metro News Editor
Vice President Joe Biden spoke at the Smith
Center Tuesday afternoon, announcing a repeal
of a Bush-era policy that allowed universities to
rely on student surveys to prove they were meeting the gender equality law known as Title IX.
The announcement, which also featured
remarks from Senior Adviser to the President
Valerie Jarrett and Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan, restricts the ways in which schools can
show compliance with Title IX. Schools must
now show the amount of female athletes is proportional to the amount of women on campus,
or show a history of continually adding wom-

en’s sports teams.
Previously, schools had a third option: Survey the student body to prove the institution
had met the athletic interest of women on campus. While schools can still survey students, that
can no longer be their only method of proof.
Because GW shows its compliance through
the proportion-based option, the policy change
does not directly affect the University, University President Steven Knapp said.
At the hour-long event, attended by about
350 people, Biden spoke of how important sports
are to the women in his life and how athletics
build confidence and character.
“Making Title IX as strong as it possibly can
be is the right thing to do,” Biden said. “We’re
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Student wins
online video
dunk contest
Junior Tianyi
Zha defies
expectations on
the court.
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In challenge,
GW recycles
less than '09

SingingSensation

by Amy D'Onofrio
Assistant News Editor
GW found itself in the middle of a
widely publicized conflict between two
D.C. councilmembers this week over a
contract the School of Public Health and
Health Services has with the city.
D.C. councilmember Marion Barry,
Ward 8, said last Thursday he would
try to block the renewal of a contract
between SPHHS and the D.C. Department of Health Care Finance, accusing
councilmember David Catania, At Large,
of circumventing the law to award it, according to local news reports.
Though it was reported that Barry
would bring the issue before the council Tuesday, Barry withdrew the resolution that afternoon. Barry’s chief of staff,
Joyce Clements-Smith, said Wednesday
she would not discuss the issue, including Barry’s accusations against Catania
and why Barry withdrew his disapproval
resolution.
The contract Barry scrutinized is a
project taken up by the SPHHS to assist
the District in its efforts to improve the
Medicaid program, University spokeswoman Candace Smith said. Catania, the
chair of the D.C. Council’s Committee on
Health, awarded the contract as a “solesource” contract with the city, which
means it is not open to a bidding process.
Barry said last Thursday that the contract
should have been opened to bidders, the
Washington Examiner reported.
Benjamin Young, Catania’s spokesman, said Tuesday that because the
SPHHS is the only organization in the
city that can offer the services the contract warrants, the city was able to grant

going to make sure that this is flexible, that the
absolute best effort that could be possibly made
is being made to make sure women in college
are given the opportunity that they deserve.”
At GW, where females comprise about 56
percent of the student body, there are 12 women’s sports teams and 10 men’s sports teams.
About 51 percent of athletic scholarships are
awarded to female athletes, according to a fact
sheet released by the University.
Bonnie Morris, a women’s studies professor
and expert on Title IX, called the policy change
fantastic, and said the survey was an attempt to
avoid the other options.

by DIMPLE MIRCHANDANI
Hatchet Reporter

Ceremony on the National Mall May 16. Clark
serves as chairman of the board and CEO of
Clark Enterprises, Inc. The company owns
Clark Construction Group, which has constructed several buildings on campus, including South Hall, Ivory Tower and 2000 Pennsylvania Ave., among others. The company
is currently working on Square 54 and office
space projects at GW.
Renowned pianist and composer Dave

Despite continuing efforts to make the University more environmentally friendly, the University saw a 6 percent decline in per-person recycling
compared to 2009 during a 10-week nationwide recycling program this semester.
GW joined 600 universities and colleges participating in RecycleMania from January 17 to March
27. The 10-week recycling competition, which is
sponsored by the Environmental Protection Agency
aims, to raise recycling awareness on college campuses and reduce waste. The results of the study,
released last Friday, come as GW prepares to release
an overview of its Climate Action Plan, which is the
University’s long-term plan to reduce carbon emissions and promote sustainability.
Compared to last year’s competition, the University saw a 9 percent drop in its average weekly
recycling rate, a 6.2 percent decrease in recycling
per person, and an increase of about 1 percent in
pounds of waste generated per person, according
to University data.
This year, GW ranked 155 out of 267 schools in
the Grand Champion Competition – the recycling
program’s main race – marking a fall from its 112th
position out of 206 schools last year. American University captured third place in the entire nation
and first place in D.C, while GW came in fourth in
the District behind Georgetown and Catholic. The
Grand Champion Competition compares recycling
rates, which measure how much of the total waste
is recycled in a given area.
Sophie Waskow, the stakeholder engagement
coordinator of the Office of Sustainability, said the
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jordan emont | hatchet photographer

The GW Sirens perform Tuesday night at the Battle of A Cappella Groups in Lisner Auditorium. The
Sirens won Best Overall Group Performance, and The Troubadours were named the crowd favorite.

First lady to receive honorary degree
by Priya Anand
Hatchet Staff Writer
A business executive for one of the United
States’ largest construction companies and an
award-winning pianist will join first lady Michelle Obama in receiving honorary degrees
this spring during Commencement Weekend,
a University spokeswoman said Wednesday.
A. James Clark, an entrepreneur and
trustee emeritus, will receive a Doctor of Engineering at the University Commencement
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In Brief

SA Senate passes 17 bills
in last meeting of the year

The Student Association Senate had its
most productive meeting of the year Tuesday night, on what was also the body’s last
meeting.
With only half of the senators present,
the senate passed 17 out of 18 pieces of legislation with significant debate on only two
of the bills.
Seven of the bills were resolutions honoring GW staff and faculty retirements, including those of Executive Vice President
for Academic Affairs Donald Lehman,
Dean of Students and Associate Vice President of Student and Academic Support Services Linda Donnels, and University Police
Chief Dolores Stafford.
The senate also passed a new set of bylaws, reduced from 88 to 33 pages; the “Executive Appointment Accountability Act,”
requiring the president and EVP to make
all external student appointments public;
and a new set of senate rules.
The only failed bill would have created
a “President Student Advisory Committee” to advise the University president on
“different student issues” next year, said
Sen. Jamie Baker, CPS-G, chair of the Rules
Committee.
Sen. Shwetha Shekar, CCAS-G, questioned the need to create a new committee to lobby the president on behalf of the
student body, which the president and EVP
already do.
“Why do we need another group of
people doing pretty much the same thing?”
Shekar asked.
The last bill the senate passed was the
“Instant Runoff Voting Act,” which will be
put to the student body for a vote in the
2011 general election. If approved, it would
eliminate runoff elections by having voters
rank candidates according to preference. If
no candidate attains the 40 percent of the
vote required to win, software would eliminate the candidate in last place and redistribute the votes of those who picked that
candidate as their first preference.

–Madeleine Morgenstern

michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor

Senior Morgan Kaplan stands in Kogan Plaza Wednesday afternoon wearing the number of bags one shopper uses in a given year. Kaplan was promoting
the “Save My Oceans” tour, which aims to raise awareness of issues facing oceans. The tour includes State Radio’s performance at Fountain Fling Saturday.

Calendar
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Arab Hafla

‘Game of Life’ BBQ

Fountain Fling

Buddhist service

Experience Arab food,
shisha and music while
learning about Arab
culture.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom
and Terrace | 7 p.m. to 12 a.m.

Learn about daily life and
public health issues in Rwanda
while snacking on hamburgers
and hot dogs for only $5.
Kogan Plaza | 11 a.m. to
3 p.m.

Listen to State Radio while
enjoying BBQ, free T-shirts,
student performances, and
giveaways.
Mount Vernon Quad | 3
to 7 p.m.

Buddhist monks from
across Asia will lead a
worship service for those
interested in Buddhism.
Marvin Center Room 301 |
7 to 10 p.m.

Clarification
Based on information from the University’s Information Technology Division,
the story “Students, staff will not be able to
use GWireless with iPad” (April 5) states
that the device is incompatible with GW’s
wireless network. The device is compatible
with the wireless network, but the webbased and desktop-based VPN clients that
the University provides for wireless access
are not compatible with the device.

Multimedia
audio slideshow

Capital Funk
The Hatchet takes you behind the
scenes with the dance group.

H All this and more... Now at gwhatchet.com
Web extra

GW Solar Symposium
Speakers and panels address challenges and
solutions to climate and energy problems.

web extra

The real cost of graduating
With amenities, graduation costs can
run seniors more than $400.
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Despite job creation, starting salaries drop, study finds
Class of 2010 can
expect slightly lower
starting salaries
by michelle bradbury
Hatchet Staff Writer
This year’s graduating
class will enter the workforce
with slightly lower starting
salaries, but more students
should have jobs than those
who graduated last spring,
according to two surveys
conducted last month by the
National Association for Colleges and Employers.
The organization’s Job
Outlook report showed an
increase of a little more than
5 percent in expected hiring
compared to the previous
year. In the fall, the last time

the survey was conducted,
employers expected an almost 7 percent decrease in
hiring, and last spring, the
study found around a 21 percent decrease in hiring compared to 2008.
But despite employers
taking more recent graduates, starting salaries have
decreased by almost 2 percent nationally, the surveys
showed. Marva Gumbs Jennings, executive director of
the Career Center, however,
cautioned that the drop is
not too significant.
“It’s not like [salaries] are
going back centuries,” she
said, calling the job market a
“mixed bag.”
The NACE Salary Survey
shows the overall average
salary offer to a bachelor’s
degree candidate is $47,673,
which is 1.7 percent lower
than the average offer of

$48,515 made to a class of
2009 bachelor’s degree candidate.
“Some industries have
dropped a mere percentage
point,” Gumbs Jennings said.
“Others have taken a dip of a
couple of percentage points,
but a couple of percentage
points is not so much.”
Gumbs Jennings said she
expects GW graduates to follow the national trends.
The Career Center conducts a survey six months
after graduation to get a
stronger indication of where
students are, Gumbs Jennings said. The results from
2009 were analyzed throughout the year by the Office of
Academic Planning and Assessment, and of the 608 respondents, 62 percent were
employed and 22 percent
were in graduate or professional school.

Man on the street
Seniors discuss post-graduation plans

Class of 2010 graduates plan to travel, work and go to graduate school.

Regina Grossman

Kate Bullard

Alex Yamet

After Graduation
Is going to work as a
waitress at Acadia National
Park for four months
before going to California
to look for a job.

After Graduation
After Graduation
Plans on visiting Spain this Attending the University of
summer, and then wants to Michigan to get her master’s
come back to work for a
in public health.
Spanish think tank.

Hospitality management
(School of Business)

Political science

Biology

NACE Director of Communications Mimi Collins
noted that while the economy may be trending upward,
the job market may still be
catching up.
“The economy is starting
to improve,” Collins said. “As
a general rule, the job market
lags behind. As the economy
picks up, the labor market
will start to improve.”
Collins said NACE does
not speculate and would not
indicate whether the increase
in hiring would lead to an increase in salaries.
“However, it would not
be unreasonable,” Collins
said, “to see salaries increase
as demands increase.”
NACE Employment Information Manager Andrea
Koncz, who analyzes reports
on job market trends for new
graduates, said she thinks
the current trends in the job

market are a reflection of the
economy.
“I am hoping by the end
of the year, [salaries] are at
least level with last year and
that it will stop decreasing,”
Koncz said, adding that the
outlook for the job market
is a lot more positive than it
was last year.
Gumbs Jennings said she

"The economy is
starting to improve. As
a general rule, the job
market lags behind."
Mimi collins
NACE Director of
Communications

felt GW students have an advantage, as there are opportunities in the D.C. area that
don’t exist on other campuses for graduates.
“There’s a lot to a GW
degree and they need to be
confident in it and use experience here as a follow-up
and talk with employers,”
Gumbs Jennings said.
She emphasized the need
for graduates to utilize the
skills and opportunities GW
offers through the Career
Center and work experiences
to stay motivated, confident
and energetic when applying
for jobs.
“My biggest concern,”
Gumbs Jennings said, “is the
people saying it’s bad out
there, that there’s not a lot
of jobs and seniors taking it
in and deciding they’re not
going to try. That’s a big mistake.” u
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Staff Editorial
Facing direct competition
It has been nearly a year since New York
University announced it planned to create a
study-away campus in the District known
as NYU-D.C. The proposal, part of NYU’s
2031 plan for expansion, has been discussed
increasingly in recent weeks as community
members in New York meet to review the
plan. NYU’s plan to build a D.C. campus for
its study abroad students poses direct competition for GW and an opportunity for the
D.C. Council to address its budgetary issues
by taxing schools that are not principally
D.C.-based.
NYU is often compared to GW in that
both schools are relatively similar in academics, have city-based campuses and use
the classic real estate line: location, location,
location. But now, NYU has decided to capitalize on the interests of students who want
both an NYC experience and a D.C. experience. Whereas before, NYU could offer an
urban campus with networking opportunities primarily in New York, it will eventually be able to offer an NYU student-tailored
experience in D.C. Prospective students
looking to apply to both NYU and GW may
be easily swayed by the prospect of learning
and networking in both environments.
GW is then presented with the problem
of marketing itself as the D.C.-based school

Whereas before, NYU could
offer an urban campus with
networking opportunities
primarily in New York, they will
eventually be able to offer a
NYU student-tailored experience
in D.C.
with the best resources for prospective students and must act accordingly. NYU’s presence in D.C. will greatly affect the realm of
higher education within the city. Therefore,
GW could ensure prospective students are
fully aware of the advantages of spending
more than a semester or two in the nation’s
capital. But it may be time for GW to focus
more on marketing itself as an institution,
rather than primarily relying on the appeal
of the D.C. locale.
NYU’s plan also presents the city of
D.C. with choices regarding how this new
school and city relationship will work. The
D.C. Council can relieve budgetary concerns by implementing a tax on universities not principally based in D.C. but operating in the District, such as Pepperdine
University and Johns Hopkins University.
D.C. could tax operational costs, and these
schools could pay based on the number of
students studying on their D.C. campuses.
The council, however, should avoid taxing
real estate, seeing as this could hinder further development.
NYU’s website states that the NYUD.C. plan will offer its students “a concentrated exposure to national political life and
the rich cultural traditions and history of the
capital.” Recognizing this increased competition, GW should adjust its D.C.-based selling points to more GW-based selling points.
In addition, the D.C. Council needs to realize that studying within the District is a resource that draws more business and could
be taxed accordingly. NYU is expected to
open its D.C. study-away campus in two
years, giving GW and D.C. just enough time
to make these changes.

Quotable

"I need those reading days.
Everything seems bunched up
and there isn’t enough time."
Junior Melissa Henderson, on the
complications from the University's make-up
schedule.
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Deflating your
straight A's
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An inconvenient visit
by Colleen Psomas

Higher education must
address grade inflation

O

ft-mentioned sentiments from experts in higher education and high
school guidance counselors say that
as long as students work hard and do their
best, it won’t matter whether they choose
a public university or a private one. After
all, the amount of work students put in at
either school should be proportional to the
grade they receive. But a study released
last month indicates otherwise.
According to the study published in
the Teachers College Record, a comparison of 80 four-year colleges and universities showed that over the past 50 years, the
rate of grade inflation has gone up, with
private universities surpassing public universities in the trend. GW was one of the
universities studied. Looking at contem-

Lyndsey Wajert
Contributing
Editor
porary grading data from 160 schools, private colleges had a grade point average of
3.3 while public schools had a GPA of 3.0.
This is not an indication that students
at private universities are smarter than
those at public ones. According to the
study, students were equally qualified
based on SAT scores and other factors.
A large factor in GPAs is the rate of
grade inflation, and private universities
are the bigger offenders, the study found.
The findings are especially interesting,
seeing as the common perception is that
private universities have a more rigorous
curriculum than public ones. One would
expect GPAs to be lower at these schools.
And while this may not seem like the
worst phenomenon to GW students, the
study highlights the possible negative effects of grade inflation and the need for
schools across the country to level out the
playing field.
For example, grade inflation at any
school gives students a false sense of security. When we get to graduate school,
law school or our first jobs and realize
we aren't the A students we were back in
college, part of the blame falls on inflated
GPAs.
Institutions of higher education have
a responsibility to their students to curb
grade inflation, but any effort to simply
reexamine grading policies will require
all schools to make the same effort. While
some schools, such as Princeton University, have attempted to lead the charge,
others still continue to round up. In early
April, Loyola Law School of Los Angeles
reportedly announced a plan to increase
grades by a third. According to a dean’s
memo published by the website Above the
Law, “what previously was a B- would be
a B, what previously was a B would be a
B+, and so forth.” This collective action
problem presents a need for higher education to implement ways that would level
out grades for everyone.
Seeing as grade inflation has been on
the rise over the past 50 years, any effort to
reduce it would need to be both national
and even coerced. If colleges and universities are penalized for grade inflation with
such consequences as losing accreditation
or falling in national rankings, there would
be an incentive to stop inflating grades. A
national range of average GPAs, calculated
based on grading data from schools across
the country, could act as the gauge for possible indicators of grade inflation. If a university’s average GPA falls too drastically
outside of that range, that school's grading
practices should be investigated. If results
of an investigation show that grades have
been inflated, the school should face the
aforementioned consequences and end the
detrimental practice. Otherwise, the rising trend will continue for years to come.
Hopefully at that point it won’t be too late
to gauge the difference between a “real” A
and an inflated one.
Additionally, if administrators used
averages to track the way professors have
graded in both current and previous jobs,
they could then focus on hiring only the
professors who do not inflate grades. This
speaks to the sources of grade inflation,
and would reduce the number of professors who are too willing to hand out good
grades to those who don’t deserve them.
We as students at a private university
may have an apparent advantage now, but
it may hurt us later. Unfortunately, unless
there is an incentive to stop or a penalty for
grade inflation, a harmful trend will continue to rise. Higher education as a whole
must act accordingly. In the mean time, we
will need to be cognizant of the fact that
in the post-graduation race, our unfair advantage means that grads from public universities may have a slightly better grasp
of what work actually deserves an A.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in
journalism, is The Hatchet's contributing
opinions editor.

Relieving the burden of GCRs
N

ext to class registration and housing
hassles, there are few aspects of the GW
experience I believe garner more negative sentiments than the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences’ General Curriculum Requirements. With many of the school’s students pur-

Matt Ingoglia
Columnist
suing multiple majors and minors with their
own strenuous workloads, the additional need
to take 42 credits worth of classes only adds to
academic stress.
This is not to say that GCRs are worthless; a
balanced education is the point of a liberal arts
school. But the sheer number of GCRs was clearly problematic and merited a review.
Last year, professors in CCAS voted to slash
the school’s monstrous requirements, downsizing the required courseload from 42 to 24 credits.
CCAS finally recognized that a year and a half’s
worth of GCRs complicate students' efforts to
pursue the classes they find most relevant to
their fields of interest.
Last Friday, after nearly a year of research,
CCAS passed a GCR proposal that restructured
the program as a whole. These changes have
their share of flaws, but I believe they will ultimately make the program more useful, not simply a collection of afterthoughts students only
take to get out of the way.
First, the revised GCRs keep the best aspects
of the program CCAS has administered for the
past 20 years. It continues its emphasis on writing by leaving the UW20 and WID requirements
intact. While these fields will never be known

for their popularity, they are essential elements
of a liberal arts education and CCAS is right to
include them in the new GCR plan.
But it is the other changes to the GCR program that will benefit students the most in the
coming years. For one, the new plan restructures
the program’s requirements for mathematics
and natural sciences from 15 credits to nine. In
so doing, CCAS has preserved the need for these
courses while lightening the load for its students,
many of whom do not plan on pursuing a career
in either area.
In addition to being refreshingly pragmatic, the new GCR plan emphasizes previously
slighted fields. The addition of a new oral communications course requirement demonstrates
an understanding that there is more to education
than exams and papers. Additionally, the analytic course requirements will expose students
to cultural perspectives and provide valuable
citizenship experience that will certainly come
in handy in the globalized workforce we are all
about to enter.
Of course, not everything about the new GCR
plan is perfect. I find the elimination of foreign
language mandates rather misguided and don’t
believe the oral communication course will entirely pick up the slack. But these are minor problems
which can be amended later on, once the benefits
of these new requirements kick in. It is my hope
that CCAS administrators will do just that after
the new GCR system takes effect in 2011.
Even though they will not apply to anyone
currently enrolled in CCAS, we should be grateful that these revisions were made. The new GCR
system, while imperfect, will one day provide
students with the tools they need and improve
the value of a GW education.
–The writer, a junior majoring in political
communication, is a Hatchet columnist.

Legislative success for students
L

ast month a frenzy around the nation’s lined, computerized system for originating and
capital - and throughout the country, handling the loans, making it easier on stufor that matter - centered on the House dents and their families. Borrowers would not
of Representatives' passage of a health care be subject to the perils of a frozen credit market
reform bill. But a major comcreated by bad economic times
ponent of that bill has not
and the often exploitative pracbeen given sufficient attentices of private lenders. Most
Phillip
Ensler
tion. When Congress passed
importantly, unlike a number
the Health Care and Educaof GW students who had their
Columnist
tion Affordability Reconcililoans abruptly severed by lendation Act last month, it not
ers in past years (“Lender drops
only reformed our health care system, but also students mid-year,” Oct. 2008), the government
changed the student loans process to give stu- will not drop students from its program.
dents greater financial assistance and better
Knowing that the bill does all these good
terms on their loans. The change in policy is a things, you probably are feeling good about
victory for students, their families and higher what Congress accomplished and are proud to
education and should be applauded as such.
know that our beloved legislators in WashingThe legislation ends the practice of the fed- ton got something right. Unfortunately, this
eral government showering private student positive piece of legislation was not the work
lenders with billions of dollars in subsidies, of bipartisanship, as Republicans in both the
and instead makes the government a direct House and Senate unanimously opposed it.
lender of loans. This allows students to take
Considering the rancorous approach and
out loans directly from the government in- obsessive tenor the political right has taken in
stead of private lenders. The change in lending calling for cuts in government spending, you
practices will result in the government saving would think it would have led the charge in
$61 billion over the next 10 years, according passing this bill. Surely, based on the Repubto the Congressional Budget Office. Many of lican Party’s proclaimed principles of fiscal
the savings will then be redirected into larger austerity and self-responsibility, it would have
Pell Grants, which help students cover some supported legislation that ended enormous
of their tuition costs.
government subsidies and simultaneously
Moreover, once students graduate and makes a college education – the supposed gatestart working, the bill lowers the current cap way to self-sufficiency – more affordable. Adfor monthly federal student loan repayments, ditionally, because Republicans have held the
from 15 percent of an individual’s income to blowhorn in calling for policies that are deficit10 percent. Even better, loan forgiveness will neutral, they surely would have backed a bill
begin after 20 years, instead of the current that identified savings in one area and then
25. For those who enter public service — as funneled that money into a worthy cause.
many GW graduates do — forgiveness could
The game of politics and ideological differstart after 10 years of employment, according ences are lynchpins of Washington. Naturally,
to the Committee on Education and Labor's legislators will pick sides on issues and capiwebsite. In other words, the bill does a lot of talize on every opportunity to cast the other
good for students by easing the burden of party in an unfavorable light. But college afdebt they face after graduation; they will keep fordability is not an issue that should be submore money in their pockets and be relieved ject to the petty games of politicians and, sadly,
of some of the money they owe after a shorter opposition by an entire party. Let’s hope the
period of time.
Republicans get it right next time and vote for
The direct lending program, which requires what’s in the best interest of students. We are,
the participation of college financial aid offices, after all, the future of our country.
offers many advantages to students. The Edu– The writer, a sophomore majoring in politication Department has implemented a streamcal science, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Zipcar weekend rental rates to increase this summer
All-day weekend
rental will cost
$10 more
by lara kasten	
Hatchet Reporter
Zipcar users in the
District may have a more
expensive summer than
expected, now that the carsharing company has announced an increase in its
weekend car rental rates.
Zipcar users who want
to rent a car for an entire day
on the weekends during the
summer season – which the
company considers to be
May through October – will
see a $10 rate increase, the
company’s
spokesperson
confirmed Tuesday.
Weekend day-long rentals currently start at $69,
depending on the customer's membership plan.

In addition to the price
increase for day-long rentals on the weekends, Zipcar
will also extend its weekend
rates to include Fridays.
“We have not increased
rates in 2 years,” Zipcar
spokesman John Williams
said in an e-mail.
Operational costs – like
investments in technology,
costs of cars and insurance,
and fuel prices – have continued to rise and thus necessitated the change, Williams said.
The increase, which
will only affect those using
Zipcars in the District, is a
tactic the company has successfully applied to other
markets around the country, Williams said. Despite
the rate increase, Williams
said the company plans to
increase the amount of cars
available for hourly rentals
Monday through Friday.
Many Zipcars are parked
near campus and are available to students over the

Makeup schedule
poses problems
Lack of reading
days hurts finals
prep, some say
by keegan bales
Hatchet Staff Writer
Junior Melissa Henderson planned to use April 29
and April 30 to study for finals this semester.
Those two days – previously designated as reading
days – were going to give
her time to spread out her
studying and writing assignments, two tasks that
often take over the lives of
students at the end of each
semester.
But February’s historic
snowstorms – which canceled an unprecedented
four straight days of class –
nixed many students' plans,
as reading days will be replaced with makeup classes
in many courses across campus.
“I have six classes, six
midterms and two papers,”
said Henderson, adding
that two of her professors
are using at least some of
the four makeup days that
will be held from April 28 to
May 1. “I need those reading days. Everything seems
bunched up and there isn’t
enough time.”
Associate Vice President
for Academic Operations
Jeffrey Lenn said while
makeup classes have been
scheduled, professors are
not required to utilize them,
as long as they have covered
all of the material outlined
in the course syllabus.
“The University expects
that all professors will complete their spring courses
by covering the full range
of topics listed in the syllabus,” Lenn said. “Most
important for meeting this
goal is giving students the
opportunity to make up

" I feel that the
unexpected week off
kind of threw us off
our stride, and right
now we feel even
more rushed and
pressed for time than
we normally do."
catherine allen
Anthropology Professor
missed classes, particularly
those caused by snow in
February.”
Lenn added, however,
that he has no way of knowing how many of the University’s professors are planning to utilize the makeup
days.
Professor John Conway,
chair of the mathematics
department, said he communicated with students
on Blackboard during the
storm, but is holding class
on the makeup days to cover material he considers integral to his course.
Catherine Allen, chair
of the anthropology department, said she would be
holding class as well.
“I feel that the unexpected week off kind of
threw us off our stride, and
right now we feel even more

Snow MakeUp
Days Schedule
Monday, April 26:
Regular Monday classes

Tuesday, April 27:

Make-up Monday, Feb. 8
canceled classes

Wednesday, April 28:
Designated Monday

Thursday, April 29:

Make-up Tuesday, Feb. 9
canceled classes

Friday, April 30:

Make-up Wednesday,
Feb. 10 canceled classes

Saturday, May 1:

Make-up Thursday, Feb.
11 canceled classes
rushed and pressed for time
than we normally do,” Allen said.
Other professors agreed
that the snow days and subsequent makeup days have
thrown students off, affecting both student motivation
and the semester ’s momentum.
Psychology
professor
Jennifer Rinker said she
saw a lack of focus from
students after February’s
snow, and plans to use the
makeup days.
“The break occurred a
few weeks before spring
break, and between the two
it was difficult to keep the
students focused,” Rinker
said. “I had to move tests
around, change the quiz
schedule and push back assignments, which throws
everyone, students included, off kilter.”
Students met the University’s
makeup
class
schedule with anger when it
was first announced. A Facebook group called “Boycott disastrous GWU snow
make-up schedule” popped
up soon after the policy was
released and now has more
than 1,600 members.
Sophomore
Rodrigo
Tranamil said final exams
are stressful enough, adding that taking away study
time is “ridiculous.”
“They should have taken
a moment to think of how
the makeup days would impact the students,” Tranamil
said.
Two of his professors
are holding makeup classes,
and one has made attendance mandatory.
“Taking away that time
will hinder a lot of the students’ potential to do well
on exams,” Tranamil said.
Yet some students, like
those who have anthropology professor Alexander
Dent, will not have to attend
the planned makeup days.
Dent said he had prepared for a flu-related class
interruption at the beginning of the semester, so
when the snow started to
fall he was ready to upload
pre-recorded MP3 files of
his lectures to Blackboard.
“I’ve done a lot of sound
recording, so the technology involved was simple, as
was Blackboard’s interface,”
Dent said. “In the future, I
might study some more and
make use of the group chat
function that actually allows everyone to be present
online at the same time.” u

age of 18. Despite the rate
increase, Williams said he
thinks students will continue to use Zipcar, as the service remains cheaper than
renting or owning a car.
“With gas nearing $3.00
a gallon, a student would
likely pay more just for gas
on a day long road trip than
the increase in the daily rate
for Zipcar,” Williams said.
Some students said they
are not alarmed by the price
increase.
“I first used Zipcar
when I needed to go
to Costco and didn’t
want to take
the Metro because of all
the things I
would need
to carry,”
sophomore
Yael Linker said. “It
was so convenient, and
the
company
was so helpful,

I would definitely use them
in the future, regardless of
the cost increase.”
Sophomore Alex Bachich said she is not concerned
about the rise in price, as it
applies only to the summer
months.
“Even though I’ve used
Zipcar in the past, I didn’t
think about [the rise in prices] much because I probably

won’t be using Zipcar that
often during those months,”
Bachich said.
Yet others, like freshman Niki Grant, said they
are frustrated by the rise in
price.
“I’ve used Zipcar a lot
in the past month to get my
volleyball team back and
forth from tournaments,
both on weekdays and
weekends,” Grant said.
“The price in-

crease makes me a lot less
inclined to use the service
because the prices are already outrageous.”
Zipcar is hopeful that
students will continue to
use its car-sharing services
despite the rate changes,
Williams said.
“We understand that
everyone is concerned right
now with finances. We hope
that students will consider
the entire value of the Zipcar program,” he said. u

Ashley-Lynn Goldstein | Hatchet Photographer
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GW honors students, faculty at annual excellence awards

by kara dunford
Hatchet Staff Writer
Allied in Pride, the Caribbean Student Association and GW’s Impact on
Substance Education (GWise) were
presented with the Pyramid Award
for Student Organization of the Year
at the University’s 25th Annual Excellence in Student Life Awards Wednesday night in Lisner Auditorium.
Awards were presented in 26
categories which recognize student,
faculty and staff extracurricular
achievements. A selection committee
of faculty and staff selected the winners from among over 200 nominations.
Michael Komo, president of Allied in Pride, said he was elated his
organization was honored.
“All of the hard work and dedication by all of the executive board
members and all of the general body
members has really come to fruition
and I couldn’t be happier for the organization,” Komo said.
Komo highlighted the fights for
an LGBT studies minor and genderneutral housing as two of Allied in
Pride’s greatest accomplishments this
year.

The evening was not without
some laughs. To begin the evening,
University President Steven Knapp
recalled what he thought was the
most memorable event of the year,
Snowmageddon, by throwing styrofoam snowballs into the audience,
prompting one student to shout,
“Does this mean classes are canceled
tomorrow?”
Senior Vice President for Student and Academic Support Services
Robert Chernak said the University
would be remiss not to honor the extensive extracurricular achievements
of its students.
“We have such an active community here at GW in terms of the whole
out-of-classroom experience, D.C.
experience, leadership experience,”
Chernak said. “I think that people appreciate, after all the time and effort
they’ve put in to their activity, to be
recognized by their peers and by the
faculty and staff.”
The winner for Performance
Group of the Year was determined
by online and in-house voting by
students. The five finalists - Capital
Funk, Forbidden Planet Productions,
GW Vibes, Fourteenth Grade Players,
and GW Ballroom - each performed

marie mcgrory | hatchet photographer

Capital Funk took home the performance group of the year award at the 25th
Annual Excellence in Student Life Awards Wednesday night in Lisner Auditorium.
during the event before the winner,
Capital Funk, was announced.
Forbidden Planet Productions
caused a stir when its showcase featured two male actors performing the
development of a homosexual relationship between a Catholic priest and
a Jewish rabbi. The story involved two

female actors - a Hollywood producer
and a writer pitching a story idea. As
the writer told the story, the two males
acted it out. The scene ended with the
Catholic priest performing oral sex
on the rabbi. One audience member
screamed “This is offensive” at the actors, with another audience member

countering with “Get over it.”
Kelley Stokes, of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., and Nicky Sampogna, of Pi Kappa Alpha, were
named Greek Woman and Man of the
Year, respectively. Pi Kappa Alpha,
Delta Gamma and Latinas Promoviendo Comunidad/Lambda Pi Chi
Sorority, Inc. were honored as Greek
Chapters of the Year.
GW Interfaith Action and the Indian Student Association both won the
Multicultural Student Services Center
Excellence in Diversity Award.
Tim Miller, executive director of
the Student Activities Center, honored
faculty member Honey Nashman by
dedicating the Spark A Life Award,
which is presented to an outstanding
member of the faculty and staff, in her
name. Nashman is the director of the
Human Services program at the University and was one of the first recipients of the award. She will be retiring
this year.
Political science professor and
faculty in residence Steven Kelts was
honored with the Spark A Life Award
for faculty. Joan Mitchell, financial
manager of the Student Activities
Center, was honored with the Spark A
Life Award for staff. u

SMPA renames
dual-degree program
Five-year program
takes longer than
advertised
by Amanda D'Ambra	
Hatchet Staff Writer

Administrators in the
School of Media and Public Affairs have renamed the school’s
five-year dual-degree program
after students complained the
program takes longer than
five years to complete, the program’s coordinator said last
week.
The accelerated program,
which allows students to earn
both their bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from SMPA,
actually takes five and a half
years to complete – a surprise
to some students who had already enrolled.
The course was previously
called a five-year program, but
professor Kimberly Gross, the
program’s coordinator, said
SMPA has renamed the accelerated master’s program after the
issue was raised by students.
“We have really tried to be
clear now,” Gross said, adding
that it is now called a “dualdegree” program, rather than
a “five-year” program. “We
needed to change the language.”
The program allows students to earn a master’s degree
in media and public affairs or
political management quicker
than the traditional route, by
double counting nine credits
toward both the students' undergraduate and graduate degrees.
But students in the program must take an additional
27 credits to receive both degrees, amounting to three
graduate semesters rather
than two.
Gross said it is still possible
to finish in five years if students
take more than three classes per
semester or enroll in summer
classes. Taking three classes is
considered a full graduate level
courseload.
Taylor Barden, a senior and
participant in the program,
said she was surprised to find

COUNCIL
from p. 1
the school the contract. It
has been renewed every year
since 2006, when the SPHHS
first began working with the
D.C. government.
GW has assisted D.C.
with improving its public
health insurance programs
through the contract, Smith
said.
"The District government
has been able to utilize the
only school of public health
in the city that has expertise
in this field. We have been
and continue to be happy to
serve the District of Columbia,” Smith said.
Last year, Catania accepted a position as a professional
lecturer in the SPHHS. He is
not compensated for the position, The Hatchet reported
in February 2009.
Young said Barry was
“lashing out” at Catania because of the investigation
into his own actions. In February, an ethics report said
Barry had illegally benefited
from a contract he awarded
to his girlfriend, ultimately
misusing thousands of dollars worth of city funds.
Department of Health
Care Finance spokeswoman
Lashon Beamon said Monday
the GW contract has saved

that it would take her an additional semester to complete
both degrees.
“I’m sure it said it would
take longer in one of the million forms I had, but it was not
clear,” Barden said. “It was not
made easy to notice.”
Barden said she received
an e-mail during winter break
outlining her remaining requirements for the program
and said her professors have
been willing to listen to her
concerns.
“My father wrote a letter to
professor Gross, which she immediately answered,” Barden
said. “She spent a lot of ways
trying to fix it, helping me to
figure out how I could do it
in two semesters instead of
three.”
Gross said the program is
still a good investment, despite
the extra semester.
“What you are really doing
is paying for nine less credits
than you normally would in a
grad program,” Gross said. “In
that sense, it is a good option
for some people. For some students, this is a good move.”
Joe Sangiorgio, a junior
and recent applicant to the program, said he was not deterred
by the possibility of his master’s degree taking longer than
initially advertised.
“I applied because I thoroughly enjoyed the undergraduate SMPA program and
learned a lot from it,” Sangiorgio said, adding he hopes to
continue at the graduate level.
SMPA Director Frank Sesno said it was “unfortunate” if
it had been conveyed that the
program would take only five
years.
“The degree is just that – a
dual degree so that students
are pursuing their M.A. from
the outset – and they can accelerate their studies and timeline
substantially,” Sesno said in an
e-mail.
Barden said she and other
students now understand how
long the program might take.
“There are different ways
to do it, and you still save time
and money. If it had been clear,
people would have been okay
with it,” Barden said. “I just
wish I had been clear on that
going in.” u
the city millions of dollars
by helping streamline the
department’s administrative
process, which helps partner agencies like D.C. Public
Schools and the city’s Department of Mental Health work
with Medicaid.
“Millions of dollars are
lost in not being able to bill
Medicaid,” Beamon said.
“For us it’s a no-brainer. The
University and the program
provided a number of costsaving benefits to the District
as a whole,” Beamon said.
Smith said Tuesday this
year’s contract between the
University and the city is designed to build on previous
efforts, which will assist Beamon’s department to “ensure
that the Medicaid program is
in compliance with federal
requirements; provides the
high quality and accessible
health services in the most
cost-effective manner; and
takes full advantage of the
opportunities available under the newly enacted federal health reform law.”
Young said the contract
has helped reduce D.C.’s uninsured rate from 14 to six
percent.
“[Barry’s] lashing out
because he’s upset about his
own predicaments,” Young
said. “The partnership [with
GW] has done more for his
residents in five years than
he’s done in 40.” u
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DEPARTING EDITORS

Hadas Gold: An uneven journey, but a great result
by Hadas Gold
Metro News Editor
“What the fuck is wrong
with you, did you write this
story drunk? It’s the worst thing
I’ve ever seen.”
I was standing in my room
two years ago on the second
floor of the Sigma Kappa house,
listening to the infamous editor,
Eric Roper, rip my head off.
My real journey with The
Hatchet started after that moment, because until then, it
was just typical. I signed up for
The Hatchet almost as soon as
I turned in my deposit for GW,
and wrote a story nearly every
week. I was slated to be an editor by junior year, on the typical
path to Hatchet success.
And then it stopped. I remember sitting in J Street with
the best editor I’ve ever had,
Jess Calefati, discussing with
her whether I should run for
president of my sorority. She
was trying to convince me that
I should dedicate myself to The
Hatchet; it was better for my career. I was already fed up with
all the work I was putting in,
just to be ripped to shreds because, okay, yeah I was hung
over (sorry Roper) when I wrote
the story, but it wasn’t that bad.
I didn’t take her advice and,
for about a year, I dropped off
the face of The Hatchet, unsure
if I would ever see it again.
Some may think I would regret it if I had stayed on the path
I was on. Who knows, maybe
I’d be in Byers’ place, editor in
chief. But I’m so glad I chose the

path I did because I feel so lucky
that I got to do more in college
than most Hatcheters do. The
Hatchet has shaped my senior
year in ways I never imagined
and honestly can’t describe in
30 inches.
And when I had my awkward Skype interview for the
job with Byers and Scire while
still studying abroad, I knew
the last piece of my college-life
puzzle was coming together. I
was going to be an editor.
Little did I know what
would await me.
I started as Life editor
and have since become Metro
News editor. And although the
change nearly robbed me of my
sanity and probably docked a
few grades, I am again so lucky
because I got to do more than
most get to do.
I learned and I taught. I succeeded with flying colors and I
failed miserably. I kept my personal life quiet and let it out for
everyone to hear. I wanted to
quit five times and never wanted to leave 10 more.
And truly, the situation I’m
in as I write this is perfect. Its
12:16 a.m. This was supposed
to be due at 9 p.m., but instead
I spent two hours cutting 30
inches from a 60-inch story. I’m
missing one story from a writer,
and I still need to write another, but I can’t because a source
has yet to get back to me, even
though I asked her questions
more than a week a go. And
earlier today I was covering
Vice President Biden speaking
at the Smith Center. Typical.

Now the fun part.
Sigma Kappa – Especially
PC 06 and La Famille – thank
you for always accepting who I
am, despite how nerdy/Jewish
grandmother I may be. I always
felt like I wasn’t cool enough to
hang out with you girls, but for
some reason I’m always included. I’ve had my ups and downs
with all of you, but in the end I
am blown away by how much
you have all truly become my
sisters. Sigma Kappa truly
shaped my college experience
and gave me skills I know I
will use for years to come. One
heart, One way.
Michelle, Rist, Max, Miranda, Anna Storm, Rachel Lee,
Chris, Erica, Connor – you guys
are all so talented and will do
such great things in the years to
come. I’m excited to be an awkward graduate student and pop
in to see what’s up.
Rachel Wallace - I like that
I’m still scared of you because
you’re so cool.
Nacin - Remember that random dinner we had together at
Lindy’s? That was fun.
Justin - You saved my life in
international business. Thanks
for always being there to hear
me vent.
Amanda D. – Thanks for
sharing human resources with
me and for being the sweetest
girl on staff.
Amy – You are and will be a
better Metro News editor than
I am. Don’t underestimate your
own abilities; you are so good.
Cahn – You are this ball of
fire and I admire your drive,

Michelle Rattinger | Assistant Photo EDitor

Hadas Gold is drowning in Hatchets, but she wouldn't change a thing.
your passion and your absolute
insanity.
French – I’m so proud of
you and even though you’re
two years younger than me I,
for some reason, find myself
asking you for advice all the
time. You will kick ass.
Viktors – Thanks for letting

me call you Vicky and actually
answering to it. I like your tight
yellow shirts.
Tim – While you weird
me out less than you used to,
I sometimes want to grab you
and inject you with some kind
of sedation medicine. But, we
are quite alike in that aspect.

You care so much about everything, not just the organization,
but the people behind the stories. I still don’t really understand what you do but I’m glad
we pay you for something.
Dan – Not gonna lie, I did
have a little crush on you in the
beginning of the year (like everyone else) but sorry, it wore
off real quick. Thank you for
coming up with half of my
headlines, being hilarious, and
letting me hang out with your
friends. You are so talented, but
so fun that instead of being jealous of all your success, I just
want you to have it all.
Byers – Of all the things
The Hatchet has brought to me
this year, I can honestly say my
relationship with you is one of
the best. I loved just hiding in
your office and bothering you
with random questions and
thoughts when I knew you
weren’t listening. I truly value
our friendship. Plan on me continuously bugging you forever.
Scire – Our relationship has
a weird dynamic. You’re my superior in some aspects; I’m your
superior in others. I don’t know
how many times I would work
at your desk and laugh at all
the random pictures of pandas
saved to your desktop and use
the sewing machine as a footrest. I’m still scared of you but
you make me laugh and your
passion for the success of the paper over your own is ridiculous.
My parents and Mikhal – I
love you. You are the real reason behind any success I may
have. – 30 –

Copyediting with biddiesnaks: My year at The Hatchet
by Rachel Wallace
Copy Editor
Copyediting is one of those
thankless jobs. You get everything right, but no one ever
says, “I found zero mistakes in
the paper. You rock!” You get
everything right except, say,
the spelling of an obscure Russian poet, and suddenly nasty
e-mails from alumni are just
rolling in. (True story.)
Buy copyediting at The
Hatchet.... Things happen and
make the lack of gratitude over
the painstaking maintenance of
AP Style more than just okay.
One of those things is TEAM
COPY. It’s impossible to write
about my experiences without
talking about the other half
of that team - the infamous
and oh-so-aptly named Anna
Storm.
I’m pretty sure Anna is the
reason this year has been the
most fun ever. In the sevenplus hours we sit in 2140 G St.
each night, we always find lots
of down time, just hours and
hours of boredom begging to
be filed.
And so TEAM COPY has
become the “section” everyone
probably thinks does absolutely
nothing. We plug in earphones
and watch hours of It’s Always
Sunny in Philadelphia, laughing
out loud during the middle of
every Photo meeting. We debate

chris gregory | assistant photo editor

Anna Storm and graduating senior Rachel Wallace debut their embarrassing TEAM COPY T-shirts while
standing awkwardly on a bench outside The Hatchet.
Jennifer Aniston’s status as vanilla - she so is - and read up on
the latest Perez Hilton. We blast
Gaga and Miley. We take mandatory field trips to Ivory and
Starbucks. Sometimes it really
does seem like we do nothing.
But no one can say we’re
not dedicated, because we are

absolute geeks about copyediting. We’ve made and purchased the most embarrassing
TEAM COPY T-shirts online
(but haven’t actually worn them
publicly yet). We have endless
debates and Google searches,
sparked by a hyphen between
modifiers or the punctuation in

parenthesis. And we bemoan
AP Style’s latest abandonment
of Web site (now website), and
the organization’s oh-so-sexist
refusal to capitalize first lady.
Generally, we are the most awesome biddiesnak friends ever.
Everyone else at The
Hatchet is just icing on the cup-

cake. When I first came to The
Hatchet, I was scared shitless of
everyone - how I would fit in,
IF I would fit in, if the cool girls
would ever like me. And then
things just started to fit. I started
fighting with Byers, laughing
with Dan Greene, talking music
with almost everyone. I started
to fit into the family.
So here's to you, family.
Thanks for everything....
Sarah Scary (typo and it
stays) is always dressed to impress and up for a Glee singalong. When I met her, she
quickly broke any sorority girl
stereotypes I ever had and has
now become one the of the most
interesting people I know.
Alex Byers was, is and forever will be a mystery to me. But
his dedication and leadership
make The Hatchet the excellent
newspaper it is today, and I’m
so grateful for his never-ending
patience with me. I know Cahn
and French will continue on in
his footsteps next year.
Justin and Chris are always
up for a party in the bathroom
and any movie that comes out,
and I love them for that. Plus,
they have great taste in sex,
drugs and rock & roll. Enough
said.
Mad shoutout to next
TEAM COPY. Have fun and
don't spell anything worng.
Dan Greene is the nicest
guy in the world, unless you

disagree with him on how to
use the term buzzer beater.
Then he is an jerk. He also has
amazing taste in music, as do
his friends, and it’s been so
much fun trading bands and
sharing love over Brand New
and Thrice. I would say he’s my
favorite, but he never got me a
date with Lasan Kromah...
Caroline, though seemingly quiet, has done the unthinkable and made the Arts section
hipster-accessible, and by that
I mean awesome. Her music
choices are unquestionable, and
her stories about Nickelback are
hysterical. I hope The Hatchet
can maintain what she’s done
with her section.
And what would a 30 piece
be without mentioning T.C.
Flowers. Dear T.C., sorry about
our semi-mean e-mail. I hope
you liked your poem. We love
you.
I would not have made it
through the nights we stayed
past 2 a.m. without Shannon,
who shares my emotional elitism and love for pisco sours,
and BB, who shares everything
else. Thank you both. Stay in
D.C.?
How do you sum up a
30-piece? How do you end, in
writing, a whole year of The
Hatchet? I still haven’t figured it
out. The only thing I know to say
is, thank you. And keep the beat
going after we’re gone. –30–

Starting from scratch and relishing the opportunities
by Andrew Nacin
Web Director
People often ask how The
Hatchet found me. Come to
think of it, I’ve never set foot
in a journalism or computer
science classroom. It all started with a print classified:
WEB POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The GW Hatchet
The Hatchet is looking to fill
positions on its Web staff. ...
Little did I realize how
much that ad would change
my life.
All these years later, I owe
the paper everything. Many
before me have used this space
to express similar sentiments,
often accompanied by sincere
gratitude and humility for
The Hatchet guiding them on
a path toward journalism. But
I’m the first to use this space to
thank The Hatchet for a path
toward Web development.
In programming, the first
lines of code are often definitions – literal constants that
are held unchanged throughout. My time at The Hatchet
can best be characterized as a
variable in pursuit of definition, never one constrained by
it. If my title hasn’t changed
much since my freshman year,
how I define myself certainly
has - growing from one definition to the next, from project
to project, milestone to milestone, from Web producer and
CSS hacker, to Web designer
and new media geek.
It was less than a year
ago I finally realized I had
the skills to call myself a developer. The Hatchet has certainly pushed me to grow, to
learn many new concepts,
techniques and programming

languages (I’ll need to take off
my shoes and socks to provide
an accurate count), even some
in the course of a weekend
when a particular deadline
neared. I’m very proud of all
of the cool projects I’ve had
the privilege of tackling. Some
you may rely on every day,
others you may enjoy their
benefit unknowingly, as they
silently crunch away behind
the scenes.
It all came down to a print
classified – ink on paper. Ironic, given the state of the industry, not to mention what has
become my chosen path.
Without The Hatchet motivating me to pick up a keyboard and learn and absorb
everything I can, I would
not be where I am today. Not
even close. I’ve always been
passionate. But The Hatchet
inspired me in ways I didn’t
know were possible, opened
my eyes to a whole world of
possibilities, and most importantly, gave me something to
be passionate about.
Where does The Hatchet
take me next? Late last year,
I began contributing heavily to WordPress, an amazing
piece of software that powers
millions of sites, including a
good portion of The Hatchet’s
and many others you probably visit daily. Recently, I was
named one of its developers.
It’s an honor and a privilege,
and I know with certainty it
would not be possible if I were
not afforded such an amazing
opportunity at The Hatchet to
learn, (to debug) and to, most
importantly, to grow.
In this space, we often
thank each other and share
lame inside jokes. Having
been at this paper longer than
most, I have far too many col-

Chris Gregory | assistant photo editor

Nacin, The Hatchet's web director, typically has more than 100
browser tabs open.
leagues – many of them close
friends – that I must thank,
but I need to try anyway. (I’ll
get one-word jokes out of the
way now: nocturnality, hockey, Eve.)
Howie: You will be an
incredible loss to the paper
and you deserve a great deal
of thanks for all you’ve done,
not just for the paper, but for
me. Thank you for putting up
with my antics and I wish you
the best.
Lauren, Emily, Justin, Rist,
and the rest of the next generation of Hatcheteers: You are a
brilliant group of journalists.
Make us proud.
Greg before me, you started me on a journey for which
I am indebted. Connor, I only
hope I imparted enough.
Scire: You may be the most
passionate person I know.
(And that's a good thing.)
Hadas: We tend to have
our best moments at restaurants. We should keep that
up.
Nat, Alberg, Dan and Lou-

is: There is no better sport than
good humor. Keep it going.
Chris, you’ve been a great
sport – thank you for always
entertaining my ideas.
Joanna, Alexa, Kyle and
Natalie: Without your bold
personalities and bright faces,
The Hatchet simply hasn’t
been the same. Tim and I
haven’t been the same.
Amanda and Marcia: You
were both recruited into unsuspecting, ill-defined and
evolving roles, and you both
flourished. You are two highly
skilled, passionate people,
an absolute pleasure to work
with, and I am incredibly
proud of what we were able to
accomplish this year.
To the previous old guard
– especially Ceasar, Roper,
Jake and Salkin – thank you
for pushing me closer to perfection every day and never
settling for less. You set the
expectations high, and I miss
every moment of the constant
pressure to adapt, to learn, to
succeed.

Photo, production and
copy: You are the unsung heroes. Without you, we'd never
have a polished product.
Viktors: The web department was your door to The
Hatchet. I'm glad you stuck
with it.
Matt: Thank you for helping me through my many trials.
Tim and Byers: I don’t
think I can possibly describe
how much I will miss both
of you. There are few people,
professionally and personally,
who know me better than the
two of you. Together, we share
some awesome memories. Of
all the opportunities we never
achieved, think of all the ones
we grabbed by the horns. I’ll
certainly remember them.
I’ll even miss the oft-repeated questions etched on
my brain, Tim’s “Naaa-cin,
can we do this?” and Byers’
“Let me ask you something?”
Thank you for believing in me
as I have in each of you.
@Balter: Your skills and
ability to get things done are
unrivaled and ought to be legendary. (And I owe you one
for introducing me to WordPress.) My best find and a
damn good friend.
Nikki: You taught me that
the most important thing in
my life isn’t online. Thank you
for always being there. You
mean everything to me, and
I wouldn’t be where I am if it
weren’t for you.
It’s been nearly 200 issues
spanning five volumes. Scores
of breaking stories. Countless late-night trips with Viktors to 7-11 and CVS. A few
national awards. And 43,000
e-mail threads and counting. I’ve rearranged the front
page from Spain, airports and

trains. My friends “on the outside” termed the obsession
“Hatcheting.” Many at the
paper wonder when I sleep.
(I don’t, but I’m looking forward to the day I can). My first
memory was knocking on the
front door and staring up the
winding staircase at a respected institution. The next years
are a blur – there are too many
memories for me to share, for
me to remember.
The masthead may say
“Web Director,” but I’ve
learned a dash or two of journalism along the way from
some incredibly talented
people. While the articles and
photos may never find their
way into a portfolio, I’ve had
the privilege of contributing
to some of our campus’ more
pivotal stories. And
For most, The Hatchet prepares them for the real world.
It sent me on an unexpected
but welcome path. Ninetynine percent of what I know
today, I have learned during
my time at The Hatchet. And
yet, I have so much more to
learn. (I guess that’s what I get
for missing out on all those
computer science classes).
Time brings change. Just
as when a user installs the
next version of software he
brushes aside the last, within
four years, my time at The
Hatchet will be forgotten. I’ve
left my mark, not to mention
a hundred thousand lines of
code, some of which will most
likely outlast any memory of
me.
As I reluctantly move on, I
can’t help but look back, smile
and say “thanks” to the people, to the institution, to the
opportunity.
<?php exit('-30-'); ?>
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CRIME LOG
Assault
4/15/2010 - Panda Café
on Pennsylvania Avenue – 9:15 p.m. – Case
closed
A student reported to
GW Police that he was
sitting at a table at Panda
Café and stood up when
a subject walking down
the street hit him on the
chin and continued to
walk. The complainant
did not need medical attention and requested
to file a report to Metropolitan Police, who never
showed up.
Closed, no identifiable
suspects
4/17/2010 – West End –
3:32 a.m. – Case closed
UPD responded to a report of a male subject,
unaffiliated with GW, who
pushed a student. The
student had asked the
subject to leave because
he was yelling in the
hallway. Officers identified the subject outside
of West End and subsequently barred him from
campus.
Subject barred from
campus
Attempted Theft
4/13/2010 – In front of
Duques Hall – 5:14 p.m.
– Case closed
UPD responded to a report from an anonymous
caller of a subject trying

RESEARCH
from p. 1
If GW breaks into the top
80 research schools, Chalupa
expects new resources to
become available, citing the
University of California at
Irvine as an example. After
two UCI researchers won the
Nobel Prize in chemistry in
1995, funding increased 60
percent.
“What people don’t realize is that as research becomes more prominent, it becomes easier to raise money,”
Chalupa said. “People want
to give money to prestigious
institutions. The top research

to steal a bike in front of
Duques Hall. The subject
was stopped while walking away from the scene
and denied trying to steal
the bike.
Subject barred from
campus
Burglary
4/13/2010 – Ivory Tower
– Time unknown –
Case closed
A student reported that
while he was out of town,
his PlayStation 3 was
taken from his room.
Closed, no suspects or
witnesses
4/14/2010 – Building
E – Time unknown –
Case closed
A staff member reported a lock on a storage
closet and on several file
cabinets was broken, but
nothing was missing.
Closed, no suspects or
witnesses
Disorderly Conduct
4/18/2010 – Columbia
Plaza – 3:31 a.m. –
Case closed
UPD responded to a report from the Department
of Defense Uniformed
Division officers of a subject throwing things out
of a seventh floor window. Officers made contact with the host of the
party, who claimed he
did not know who was
throwing things.
Referred to Student
Judicial Services
institutions get the most
money.
GW’s market basket
schools, which Chalupa said
included Washington University in St. Louis, New York
University and Duke, are investing money into research
in “big ways.” This poses
a challenge for GW, as the
University does not have the
endowment or fundraising
reserves to fund across-theboard research. For example,
for every research dollar GW
received from federal money,
Johns Hopkins received $15,
according to the NSF survey.
Senior Vice Provost for
Research at NYU Paul Horn
said NYU receives more than
$300 million a year from vari-

Liquor Law Violation
4/14/2010 – 2000 Block
of G Street – 2:04 p.m.
– Case closed
UPD responded to a report of an intoxicated
GW law student. He was
assessed and transported to GW Hospital.
Referred to GW Law
School
4/16/2010 – Ivory
Tower – 12:27 a.m. –
Case closed
UPD responded to a report of an intoxicated
female student. She was
assessed and transported to GW Hospital.
Referred to SJS
4/17/2010 – Marvin
Center – 11:46 p.m. –
Case closed
UPD observed an intoxicated male subject unaffiliated with GW. He was
assessed and transported to GW Hospital.
Subject barred from
campus
Theft
4/15/2010 – Funger
Hall – 10 a.m. – Case
closed
A faculty member reported that she put her purse
under her desk and left
the room. When she returned, her wallet was
missing from her purse.
Closed, no suspects or
witnesses
–Compiled by T.C.
Flowers
ous sources to conduct research in numerous fields.
GW received $161 million in funding from external
sources in support of faculty
research last year, Chaulpa
said.
Horn said his school –
ranked 45th in the NSF survey - is “expanding its focus
on science, engineering and
research.” He added that for
NYU, research is “an integral
part of what we do.”
“It allows our students
to interact with researchers
at the forefront of their fields
and actually participate in
leading edge research. This
is true in all fields, not just in
the hard sciences and engineering,” he said. u

Arts
Hatchet

Caroline Coppel
Arts Editor
ccoppel@gwhatchet.com
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Check this
out...

Sweetgreen's Sweetlife
Festival is in Dupont
Circle Saturday.

Program Board will
show "The Lovely
Bones" Tuesday.

H

Go see "Henry V"
in Betts Theatre
Monday.

Marie mcgrory | hatchet photographer

Left, above: Cast members rehearse two scenes from Generic Theatre Company's ambitious production of "Chicago." The musical will open
at the Lisner Downstage on Thursday.

Directing 'Chicago': Paying for 'all that jazz'
Generic Theatre Company's ' Chicago' debuts Thursday after months of hard work and planning

by caroline Coppel
Arts Editor
A cast of 22 people, a 65-seat
venue the size of a living room, five
weeks to prepare, and barely more
than $2,000 to spend. These are the
numbers behind Generic Theatre
Company’s upcoming production of
“Chicago,” which opens Thursday at
the Lisner Downstage.
Director Scout Seide, a senior who
has worked with GW’s three student
theater groups and is the president
of the Student Theatre Council, said
“Chicago” is a “capstone moment”
for her college theater career.
“It wasn’t a matter of wanting
to do the show… it was a matter of
needing to do it,” Seide said.
Funding, especially for a show
like “Chicago,” is a priority. In March,
Seide wrote a budget proposal, which
Generic sent to the Student Associa-

tion Finance Committee to review for
cosponsorship of the show. Since she
was asking for $4,000, Seide had to
meet with the committee to discuss
exactly how she would use the money. The final budget allotted by the SA
was $2,300.
“It’s pretty good,” Seide said.
“I’ve noticed in my history with student theater that you get about half of
what you ask for.”
Chris Clark, the vice chair for the
SA Finance Committee, said in an
e-mail that the committee considers
several factors when determining a
cosponsorship budget.
“We want to see the student org
lay out their list of expenses, truthfully, and if they have revenue such
as ticket sales we love to see that as
well,” he said.
Clark added that each show’s
budget is considered on “a case by
case basis.”

"This is a jazz musical; this
is not your Rodgers and
Hammerstein ‘Oklahoma,’
or ‘The King and I.’ It
is different."
scout seide
Director
“The rights to different shows
and the overall production costs differ from show to show,” he said.
For "Chicago" the biggest expenditure, said Seide, was purchasing the
rights to put on the show, which cost
$1,700. Without those rights, Generic

could not charge money for tickets
and cannot advertise for the show.
Generic’s production of “Chicago” resembles the original Broadway
version more than the movie. The
costumes are streamlined and simple:
Guys are dressed in shirtsleeves and
black trousers, girls in variations of
black spandex, fishnet stockings and
lace. Still, Seide said buying those costumes quickly becomes expensive.
“I’m trying to be as frugal as possible. But it adds up… I have 22 people in my cast,” she said.
The show’s crew set up the Downstage Theatre late Sunday night, and
the cast had its first rehearsal there
on Monday, four days before opening night. Prior to that, the cast had
been rehearsing wherever it could
find space.
“It’s always a huge adjustment
going from a random space, like the
Thurston Piano Lounge, to the actual

place you will be performing,” said
Claire Austin, a senior who plays
Velma Kelly in the show.
Seide said that during the final
week of rehearsals, spacing became
the biggest issue.
“I have a lot of people on stage at
one time, many times throughout the
show, and I want to make sure that
everyone is seen and comfortable,
and there are no train accidents,” she
said.
Seide said she has no regrets
about taking on the show, citing its
universal appeal as one of the reasons
for wanting to direct it.
“People from everywhere know
the show. People who have never
seen the show know the show,” Seide
said. “It’s so fun; it’s so different from
other musical theater. This is a jazz
musical; this is not your Rodgers and
Hammerstein ‘Oklahoma,’ or ‘The
King and I.’ It is different.” u

Capital Funk makes it look easy

Hip-hop group combines hard work with even harder moves to create high-energy dance shows
by Shaeera tariq
Hatchet Staff Writer
Capital Funk keeps everything
simple. Except for their dancing,
that is.
This no-frills approach didn’t
take away from the group's performance April 10 at Main Event,
a regional hip-hop dance competition where it won first place.
“We wear a cool T-shirt designed by one of the members,”
said senior Kalie Kelman, former
captain of Capital Funk. "We already dance differently and we
wanted to make ourselves look
more uniform." Although the
competition season has ended,
the group continues to rehearse
for its upcoming showcase at Lisner Auditorium May 1. The group
will open and close the show with
a different set.
At rehearsal, the dancers are
alert yet surprisingly laid-back,
constantly chitchatting, laughing
and mingling. When it comes to
dancing though, that’s the only
thing they do, moving with precision, fluidity and gusto.
Kelman, who has been dancing with Capital Funk since her
freshman year, said Capital Funk
has been “like a family,” a family
she is not prepared to leave.
“It is difficult to leave the team,
especially after being a heavily involved member,” she said.
For Capital Funk, everything is
a team effort, but very few members of the group said they grew
up with hip-hop training. The

Francis Rivera | Hatchet photographer

A Capital Funk dancer puts in the hours at rehearsal. The group is currently preparing for its upcoming showcase on May 1
after winning first place at a regional hip-hop competition on April 10.
dancers come from a wide range
of dancing backgrounds, from former jazz and modern dancers to
students who trained themselves
by watching YouTube videos.
“The progress is a result of
our willingness to learn different

styles of hip-hop dance, such as
locking, popping, housing, and
voguing,” said showcase director
James Bayot.
GW alumnus and one of the
original members of the group,
Bayot said he has helped lead

Capital Funk, and that he has seen
much improvement in the group
since its founding in 2004.
Quang Huynh, another alumnus and long-standing member, is
the choreographer and unofficial
artistic director of Capital Funk.

DistrictMixtape
The Vibes

For Huynh, “identity, know-how
and authenticity” are vital to the
team’s success.
“We have a great identity that
mixes fun whimsy with hardfaced intimidation,” he said.
He remembers Capital Funk’s
first performance at a coffee shop,
where the group earned $45 even
though it had paid more just to
use the venue.
“We used to practice without
mirrors in gravel parking lots, on
rooftops and in tiny racquetball
courts,” Huynh said.
The dancers are extremely
committed and often sacrifice
other activities for the group. The
group even has a curse, called the
“CFunk Curse,” which supposedly dooms every romantic relationship between a member and a
non-member.
“So far, it’s 100 percent true,
but still pending two couples,” he
said.
That sacrifice, however, enables the group to put on an extraordinary show.
“Part of the magic of a big
show is when you can see two
dancers wink at each other on
stage or a dancer ’s subtle grin
after a mistake, or when a quiet
personality comes alive on stage,”
Huynh said.
Capital Funk works hard to
cultivate its image as GW's "ambassadors" of hip-hop dance culture. To Huynh, the group has
the opportunity to represent and
share that culture here in the District. u

The Vibes & The Pitches
After Tuesday’s Battle of the A Cappellas, everyone’s talking about the performers’ sweet sounds. The Vibes and
The Pitches shared with Hatchet Arts a few hits they’ve
discovered recently.
1. "Get By" by Talib Kweli
2. "Baby" by Justin Bieber feat. Ludacris
3. "Sunday Morning" by No Doubt
4. "Lil Wayne vs Dwight K. Shrute The Official Muzik Mashup 2010" by
DJ Clockwork

5. "Clap Your Hands"
by Sia
6. "Keep Askin'" by Citizen
Cope

The Pitches
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BIDEN
from p. 1
“Sending the survey as an
e-mail… you might get a very
low return and the assumption
might be, okay, no women are
interested,” Morris said. “So
the problem is first, the technology assumes people are going
to respond, but also men don’t
get that survey, and men are assumed to be interested. Women
have to prove that they’re worthy of equality.”

RECYCLE
from p. 1
University has been working hard with students and staff
on recycling training to make
sure it is clear what can and
cannot be recycled. She said it
is “difficult to pinpoint what
may have caused a reduction in
our recycling rates,” and added
the University will continue to
try to get more people involved
with RecycleMania.
Over the 10-week period,
GW collected 408,077 pounds of
recyclable material. The first two
weeks of the competition were a
trial period and did not count
toward the final result, however,
so GW was credited with recy-

DEGREE
from p. 1
Brubeck will be presented
with a Doctor of Music. This
will not be Brubeck’s first
time at GW, as in 2001 he was
awarded the GW President’s
Medal – the University’s highest honor – and GW hosted
the Brubeck Jazz Festival in
April 2008.
Both Clark and Brubeck
will speak at Commencement
as well, and Obama will be the
keynote speaker.
University President Steven Knapp said he believes
each of the recipients will inspire graduates.
“All three of these distinguished individuals exemplify the University’s ideals of
achievement, leadership and
service,” Knapp said in a news
release.
The University also announced that Lisa St. Clair
Harvey, associate professor
of media and public affairs,
is scheduled to speak during
one of the Columbian College

Biden referenced the coinciding of the announcement
with Equal Pay Day – a day
to bring attention to pay gaps
between men and women –
and said today should also be
“Equal Play Day.”
“We gotta make sure all the
women and girls know about
their potential by being able to
test that potential,” Biden said.
The U.S. Olympic Women’s
Hockey team, along with GW
and D.C.-area athletes, schoolgirls and Girl Scouts joined
Biden on stage. Before the ceremony, local female athletes

played basketball and volleyball and practiced cheers on the
court of the Smith Center.
Duncan said Title IX is one
of the greatest civil rights success stories.
“This reaffirmation of long
standing policy will help to bolster Title IX and insure that educational institutions that receive
federal financial assistance do
not discriminate on the basis of
sex,” Duncan said. “I can think of
no other institution, apart from
the military, that does as much
to shape our future leaders as
intercollegiate athletics.” u

cling 360,491 pounds of recyclables. Last year, GW collected
383,157 pounds of recyclables
during the official period, a decline of about 6 percent.
This year, events like wastesorts on Kogan Plaza, “dorm
storms” conducted by Campaign GW and the Residence
Hall Association, and promotional events at several GW
basketball games encouraged
students to participate in RecycleMania, Waskow said.
The University redesigned
the recycling program last year
to make recycling easier for students who said it was inconvenient to recycle because of the
location of the recycling bins.
This year, the University put
recycling bins in residence hall
trash rooms and in dorm rooms

to increase access.
“Recycling is very important toward achieving our
sustainability goals. Competitions like RecycleMania help
our community rally behind
sustainability and reduce the
amount of waste we put in the
trash,” Waskow said.
Even though the University
declined in rankings this year,
Waskow said she is still hopeful about GW’s sustainability
efforts in the future.
“RecycleMania is just one
component of our sustainability efforts on campus,” said
Wascow. “We would love to see
increased participation in RecycleMania and overall recycling
year over year from the GW.”
–Alex Byers contributed to this
report.

of Arts and Sciences celebrations at the Smith Center May
15. Stephen Lubkemann, associate professor of anthropology and international affairs,
will speak at the second CCAS
graduation ceremony later
that afternoon.
Anoma
Sugandhie
Hapangama, a graduating
student from the Graduate
School of Education and Human Development, will speak
to fellow students at the Smith
Center May 15. Seniors Kate
Mirzozoda and Jacey Bennis
will address fellow graduates
from the School of Medicine
and Health Sciences.
Phyllis Borzi, assistant secretary for the Employee Benefits Security Administration,
will speak to graduates of the
School of Public Health and
Health Services, and Dr. Peter
Hotez, chair of the Department
of Microbiology, Immunology
and Tropical Medicine at GW
and distinguished research
professor, will speak to graduates of the School of Medicine
and Health Sciences.
Michelle Moore, a federal
environmental executive, will

speak to graduates of the College of Professional Studies,
and Mary Schapiro, chairperson of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission, will
speak to graduates of the law
school.
Graduates in the Elliott
School of International Affairs
graduate and undergraduate programs will hear Rose
Gottemoeller, assistant secretary of state for the Office of
Verification, Compliance and
Implementation.
Marcia Bullard, retiring
president and chief executive
of USA Weekend magazine,
will speak to graduate students in the School of Business. Ric Duques, alumnus,
former chairman of First Data
Corporation and benefactor of Ric and Dawn Duques
Hall, will speak to undergraduates in GW School of
Business.
Graduates in the School of
Engineering and Applied Science will hear Dr. H. Vincent
Poor, Welling professor at GW,
dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science
at Princeton University. u
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Natalie Hatchette, Classified Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.

Two blocks from Red
Line!!! OPEN HOUSE
Sun. Ap 25 from 10 -2 at
3 Bedroom, 1 bath home
w/hardwood floors. W/D,
DW, ALM. 3119 7th St.,
NE. Ready for occupancy
for summer or fall semester. Email: skydriverdc@
hotmail.com

Jobs
Sitters Wanted.
$12+ per hour. Register
free
for jobs near campus or
home.
www.student-sitters.com

Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.

housing

Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per
word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access the
internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or in person at our
office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and
Discover, as well as cash and check through our office.

practiced by Robert Duvall, Diane Keaton, Sandra
Bullock and more. Starts
May 1st - Register now!

Contact: epsteinrob@yahoo.com, 202-537-3268
or http://www.completeactorstraining.com

Services

1 BR at Bonwit Plaza 1
blk GWU/Metro. Avail fm
8/16/2010. Rent $1750 pm
Suitable for (2) persons.
Call Mary 201-222-9161
or e-mail
pirouzusa@aol.com

Expand your Acting Ability with Veteran Acting
Teacher/Director Robert
Epstein's 12 week "Meisner" Intensive, an exciting
stage and film technique

FREE ONLINE ADS FOR
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF AT
GWMARKETPLACE.COM

The New York Times Syndication Sales
Sales Corporation
Corporation
500 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
N.Y. 10018
10018
1-800-972-3550
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
ForRelease
ReleaseWednesday,
Tuesday, April
For
April20,
21,2010
2010

Shortz
Edited by Will Shortz
Across
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U.S. “in
political
11 One
the
scandal
woods”
involving
a
5 Troop
group:
fictional sheik
Abbr.
Sportlight
whose
87 Tiny
thatʼs
nameand
hasgone
two
here
accents
12 Classic door-to11 door
Somemarketer
tablets
14 Puget Sound city
13 Manufactured
15 Classic theater
15 Radamesʼs love,
name
in opera
16 Alley ___
16 Something that
17 swings
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19
Time for the
17 Keyboard
key
history books
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19 Show
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down or
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over
material
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Setting of
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21 Film
of
April bomb
marathon
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23 “You
make
24 me!”
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cutback?
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27
___,
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Suffix with myth
the first P.M. of
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setter
33 Pronto
37 Half-off
March figure
34
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or, when
splitBill”
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of “Kill
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36 Period of low
a title for this
activity
puzzle
39 Bamboozle
39 Buzzer in the
40 Sell
kitchen, maybe
42
thingSouth
42 Buff
Onetime
African P.M. Jan
43 Figure-skating
45 figures
Years in old
Rome to the
45 Dressed
46 nines
Reuters
competitordata
47 Computer
48 acronym
Strait-laced
50 Makes
Pen forpublic
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48
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49 Gasoline
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Suffix with
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Folded-over
55
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cheese

56 Ice
Program
file60
hockey
in
name extension
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57 “The
Puppyʼs
plaint
63
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Farm letters?
64
foron
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60 Rental
Votinʼ no
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Poet laureate
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Ryan focus
in
66 Banned
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In brief

men's WATER POLO honored
for academic excellence

The GW men’s water polo team
was recognized this week as one of
the top programs academically in the
nation, placing five players on the
2009 Association of Collegiate Water
Polo Coaches All-Academic Team. The
Colonials’ team GPA of 3.35 is the third
best in the nation, trailing only Harvard
and Brown.
Freshman Cameron Illes received
the highest honor on the team, earning outstanding status for having a GPA
between 3.71 and 4.0. Fellow freshman
John Paul Bezerra and sophomore Alex
Sotolongo both recieved superior status for having GPAs between 3.41 and
3.7, while seniors John-Claude Wright
and Nolan Lozinski were recognized
with excellent status with GPAs between 3.2 and 3.4.

women's Tennis seeded fifth
in a-10 tournament

The women’s tennis team will
be seeded fifth in the Atlantic 10
women’s tennis championship in St.
Louis, Mo., this weekend, beginning
this Friday against 12th seeded St.
Bonaventure. The Colonials previously defeated the Bonnies 7-0 at
home March 27.
GW sophomore Jacqueline
Corba, who has competed at No.
1 singles for much of the season,
has gone 14-4 in that spot this season and is on a four-match winning
streak.

H
Student wins online dunk competition

Most people who meet Tianyi Zha outside
of the gym don’t recognize him as a slam-dunk
champion.
Zha, a junior from Changzhou, China, is
5-foot-10 and his hands are too small to palm a
basketball, but appearances are not always what
they seem. Just ask New Orleans Hornets point
guard and three-time NBA all-star Chris Paul.
Why Paul? He’s the one who chose Zha’s
video submission as the winner of the 2010 Powerade Dunk Domination contest, sending Zha to
Columbus, Ohio, as a judge for the dunk contest
at the McDonald’s All-American Jamfest 2010.
Zha said his friends were shocked when he told
them he had been chosen as the winner.
“I think they never thought I would win this
thing, because there was some pretty impressive
dunkers. They were way better than me,” Zha
said. “Once I told them I won, they couldn’t believe it.”
His friends weren’t the only ones who were
surprised when they learned that Zha was a slamdunk champion. Even some of his fellow judges
at the dunk contest in Columbus were surprised
to find that the kid sitting at the table with them
could get above the rim.
“I remember [former NFL running back and
fellow judge] Eddie George asked me, you know,
what I think about this whole dunk contest. I was
like, ‘I can dunk too,’ and he was like, ‘No you
can’t,' ” Zha said. “Once he saw the video he was
like, ‘Oh man, that was crazy.' ”
At the competition, Zha said he was distinctly unimpressed by many of the high school AllAmerican competitors in the dunk contest.
“I could have probably got into the final
four, if they let me dunk,” Zha said. “A couple
guys, they didn’t even make a dunk for the first
round.”
Zha, who came to GW in the spring of 2008
after transferring from Wichita State, had been
playing basketball since he was 10 years old, but
only began dunking after a new workout regimen
made him strong enough to dunk. His first dunk,
a two-handed slam off a bounce, was memorable
enough that Zha still remembers the date: July 22,
2008.
“It was just after we played basketball,” Zha

"Sometimes after I dunk, some

Men’s basketball redshirt
junior point guard Travis King
confirmed Wednesday he will
be attending the University of
Maryland-Baltimore
County
next year, beginning work on
his master ’s degree in sociology
and playing out his final year of
eligibility on the UMBC basketball team.

GW student Tianyi Zha, who won the
2010 Powerade Dunk Domination contest.

Qiongning yang | hatchet photographer

Junior Tianyi Zha won the 2010 Powerade Dunk Domination contest after submitting videos of his dunks at
the Lerner Health and Wellness Center. Zha, who is 5-foot-10, said people often doubt that he can dunk.
said. “I’d tried it many times before that but never
got it. Then on that particular day, I got it with
ease.”
Nowadays, when Zha throws down dunks
in the Lerner Health and Wellness Center, it’s not
quite as big of a deal to him as it was when he
started. Onlookers, however, never cease to be
amazed.
“They just give me really crazy faces, like, ‘Oh
that was unbelievable,' ” Zha said. “Somebody
came to me and said, ‘Oh, man, you’re Asian.
You’re not supposed to dunk. That was insane,
can you do it again?' ”
“That’s the thing I don’t understand,” said
Zha's friend Ronald Michel, who also works at
HelWell. "He doesn’t play very often, but when
he does, it’s impressive. You have to stop and
watch him.”
While his story hasn’t garnered Zha much
attention in the States, he became somewhat of

a celebrity back home in China after prominent
Chinese newspapers and websites picked up his
story. Zha said the morning after the stories ran, he
woke up to 120 new friend requests on his renren.
com page, the Chinese equivalent of Facebook.
“It’s kind of different,” Zha said. “You can
do like a regular dunk in China to be a superstar,
but it’s not gonna happen in the States, right?
Because a lot of people are athletically gifted. It’s
kind of like a huge deal in China, but it’s not in
the States.”
Despite not being noticed too often around
Foggy Bottom, Zha said people in China, as well
as many Asian students around GW, find his story particularly impressive.
“I think the media in China, and people, they
see my story as like an inspiration, I guess,” Zha
said.“Sometimes after I dunk, some other Asian
players, they say stuff like, ‘Thanks for representing us.' ” u
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King, who will be graduating in May, missed nearly all of
what would have been his sophomore season in 2007-08 when
he fractured his right patella
playing basketball at home in
Connecticut. He will retain one
more year of athletic eligibility
after being granted a medical
hardship waiver by the NCAA
as a result of his injury.
King averaged 2.8 points and
11.3 minutes per game this season, down from his
2008-09 averages of
6.2 points and 24.1
minutes per game.
He said that while
he did consider returning to GW to
begin pursuing his
master ’s and play
out his final season,
he ultimately decided that making
the move to UMBC
was what was best
for him.
“I thought it was
a great opportunity
that I wanted to explore,” King said.
“I think it’s a good
fit academically as
well.”
GW has played
the Retrievers each
of the last three
seasons, going 2-1
against them, including a 94-51 GW
win Nov. 21 at the
Smith Center. King
scored eight points
in the game in 16
minutes of action
against his future
team.
Although next
year ’s schedule has

Viktors Dindzans | photo editor

Redshirt junior Travis King, seen here in a game earlier this season against
Richmond, will use his final season of eligibility next year playing at UMBC.
yet to be announced, King said
he wasn’t bothered by the prospect of facing off against his former team.
“It definitely crossed my
mind, but at the same time it

didn’t really affect my decision
to go there,” King said.
“It should be a fun game,"
he added. "I definitely got great
love for GW. I spent four years
out of my life here." u

Colonials Corner
Get to know
three GW
spring-sport
athletes
Eric Cantrell

Jacqueline Corba

Katie Terrazas

Golfing and spending
time with friends

Going to the beach

Going to the beach

Song you can't get
out of your head

"Highway 20 Ride" by Zac
Brown Band

"Rude Boy" by Rihanna

"All American Girl" by
Carrie Underwood

Favorite sport other
than your own

Basketball

Golf

Volleyball

Beach and skiing equally

South of France

San Diego

I've been learning to
play guitar. I wish I was
better at it.

Drawing

I wish I could sing.

Baseball
Junior

Favorite
summer activity

Favorite
vacation spot

Talent
you wish you had

Tennis
Sophomore

Softball
Junior

